
Zentralblatt MATH 1931 { 2002 European Mathematial Soiety, FIZ Karlsruhe & Springer-Verlag Berlin-HeidelbergZbl. Math. 0951.60002Woess, WolfgangRandom walks on in�nite graphs and groups. (English)Cambridge Trats in Mathematis. 138. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. xi,334 p. $40.00; $ 64.95 (2000). [ISBN 0-521-55292-3/hbk℄The main topi of this book is the interplay between the behaviour of random walksand the properties of their state spaes. Random walks are time-homogeneous Markovhains whose state spae is here an in�nite graph. An important partiular ase is arandom walk on an in�nite group, where the graph is the Cayley graph of an in�nitegroup. Here, the graphs are mostly loally �nite and the groups are �nitely generated.There is an interplay between properties of the stohasti proess and the strutureof the state spae. For instane, one of the goals is the lassi�ation of these �nitelygenerated groups whih arry a reurrent random walk. The book ontains a wealthof fats on random walks and disusses links with spetral theory, graph theory anddisrete potential theory. Eah of the four hapters enters around one aspet of thebehaviour of random walks, and eah of them ontains historial notes and referenes.Chapter I fousses on reurrene and transiene of random walks. It ontains fats onreurrene/transiene of in�nite networks, omparison theorems for random walks ongraphs, isoperimetri inequalities, growth funtion and the lassi�ation of reurrentgroups, random walks on trees and irl pakings. Chapter II onentrates on thespetral radius, and disusses Green funtions, strong isoperimetri inequalities andamenability of groups. Chapter III deals with the asymptoti behaviour of transitionprobabilities. Among other things, the loal entral limit theorem, the asymptoti typeof a random walk on an amenable group, free produts and Cartesian produts areonsidered. Examples are random walks on Sierpi�nski graphs and random walks onlamplighter groups. Chapter IV is on topologial boundary theory, that is onnetionsbetween the behaviour of the random walk, harmoni funtions and ompati�ations ofthe state spae. In partiular, one investigates, for a transient random walk, onvergeneto the boundary, the Dirihlet problem at in�nity and the identi�ation of the Martinboundary. Hyperboli graphs and groups, graphs with polynomial growth, Abelian andnilpotent groups, free produts and Cartesian produts are onsidered.The book is well-organized, and notations have been handled in a user-friendly way. Inspite of the dislaimer in the prefae, the book seems to me very suitable for a graduateourse or seminar.Nina Gantert (Berlin)Keywords:random walks; in�nite groups; potential theory; harmoni analysis; Cayley graphsClassi�ation:�60-02 Researh monographs (probability theory)60G50 Sums of independent random variables60B15 Probability measures on groupsPublished: 2000Doument Type: B 1


